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Stefanie Schrank is a visual artist and bassist of 
the band Locas In Love from Cologne. Her first 

solo album is called ‘Unter der Haut eine 
überhitzte Fabrik’ (Under the Skin, an 
Overheated Factory) and sounds accordingly: 

like something bubbling underneath the 
surface, like machines working along until 
overheating, and like hidden secrets. Together 

with the electro musician and DJ Lucas Croon 
(Stabil Elite, Bar) St. Schrank assembled her 

sophisticated Pop from analogue synthesizers 
and grooves both quirky and elegant. It is music 
of In-betweens and grey areas, of the Invisible 

and the Unheard-of, music that always prefers 
the sideways and back alleys to the obvious, 
straight road. The synth sounds have a super-

concrete clarity while simultaneously being 
frantic, ecstatic and dreamy against the slow 
tempi of enraptured disco beats. Into this sonic 

landscape, Stefanie inserts her lyrics full of 
surreal and surrealistic moments and presents a 
very personal and intimate analysis of the 

future, bodies, neoliberalism, patriarchy, and 
depression. Her writing is visual and associative, 
an automatic writing, which is fond of language 

because of how it sounds as well as of the 
images it can evoke. Here is a poet with the 

power to explain how she fights for control, 
how she struggles with her demons and who 
zooms in microscopically in order to figure out 

how things work as for instance love, anxiety, 
coexistence, language and ghosts. The abyss, 
humour and levity aren't mutually exclusive in 

this strange incarnation of pop. Sometimes 
cool, sometimes exuberant, the songs stay 

surprising throughout, they will work towards a 
huge chorus only to then drop into a 
bottomless pit unresolved. Irresistibly 

enigmatic, a movie made of sound, noises like 
paintings. Suitable for teenagers to middle-aged 
music lovers. Not suitable for assholes. 

 
  

 
 
Recorded and produced between summer 2016 

and February 2019 by Stefanie und Lucas Croon 
at Bear Cave Studio Cologne. Mixed at Bear 
Cave Studio Cologne by Olaf Opal, February 

2019. 
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I am listening to ‘Unter der Haut eine überhitzte 

Fabrik’, and I am back in the acid bath. Padang- 
padang-padang, the rhythmical blow of the 
hammers are beating my heated head until my 

skull cap has been flattened out and you could 
comfortably put a coffee mug there, along with 
a decorative plate of cookies. Accurately 

pounded from all sides into the shape of a bolt, 
a crude gripper grabs me  and inserts me into 

the custom-fit recess of a giant gearwheel in 
order to close the gaping electrical contact, the 
rattling and clattering begins as a monstrous 

machinery is set in motion, and I am caught in 
it. The noise is deafening and the heat is 
nauseating, the gears roll ahead, they shredder 

flowering meadows and entire forests, the 
eerie construction grows bigger and bigger and 
grows too big for my eyes to even grasp it in its 

entirety, everything about it is violent and 
efficient. 
I am afraid, but in an experienced manner, 

because the abominable machinery, big as an 
entire factory, is my default childhood 
nightmare whenever I have a fever and start 

fantasizing madly, infinitely and exhaustingly. In 
each dreadful remake, I surrender at some 
point; I rattle and shredder along and no longer 

know whether I am only caught in the machine 
– or perhaps AM the machine myself. 
The machine ruined being ill for me, something 

I actually and secretly enjoyed: the undivided 
attention, the consoling gifts and kiddie 
magazines, my emergency camp in which my 

sleeping quarters had been relocated to the 
family's living room, so I could spend the day 
watching cartoons. "Sleep a little, won't you," 

my mother said, replacing the cold washcloth 
on my hot forehead, "and when you wake up, 
you will feel better." I nodded and closed my 

eyes only to arduously pry them open again 
once she had left, because I feared the 
machine, this mean, hideous parody of the 

intricately assembled mega-apparatus I had 
once seen on the children's science TV show: 
the little blue elephant nudged a ball, which 

then woke up a sleeping chicken, which then 

was so startled that it couldn't help but lay an 
egg, which then dropped from a height and 
knocked over a glass of water and so forth 

etcetera, a maximum of cutesy-cute efficiency. 
The older I got, the less often I dreamt about 
the Factory. But often when I am tired and 

exhausted, even without a fever, I recall its 
giant gearwheels, forever rattling away. 

 
Anja Rützel (2019) 

 

 
The Unconscious works like a factory and not 

like a theater (it is a question of production and 
not of representation). 
 

Gilles Deleuze & Felix Guattari (1972) 
 

 
A machine that is just like a guillotine lops off 
huge chunks off a slowly moving rubber mass 

and lets them drop onto an assembly line that is 
moving along a level below and at which 
labourers sit whose task is to control the cut-off 

pieces and eventually pack them in big 
cardboard boxes. The machine has been in 
operation for only nine weeks and the day on 

which it was handed over to the factory 
management won't be forgotten by anyone 
who was present at this ceremony. It was 

hauled into the factory on a railway car that had 
to be custom-made, and the orators 
emphasized that this machine is one of 

technology's most important achievements. It 
was greeted by a marching band on its arrival 
and the workers and engineers welcomed it 

with their hats taken off. Its assembly took 
fourteen days and the owners could convince 
themselves of its performance and reliability. It 

only needs to be lubricated, every fourteen 
days that is, with special oils. For this purpose, a 
labourer has to climb a spiral staircase of steel 

and slowly fill in the oil through a valve. The 
labourer is instructed to the most minute detail. 
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Nevertheless the girl slips so unfortunately that 

she is decapitated. Her head drops down like 
the rubber chunks. The labourers sitting at the 
assembly line are so shocked that none of them 

is able to scream. They habitually treat the girl's 
head like the rubber chunks. The last in line 
takes the head and packs it into one of the 

boxes. 
 

Thomas Bernhard, Eine Maschine (1969) 
 

 

L ive 2019 (to be continued) 
 

17.10.2019   München* 
18.10.2019   Frankfurt* 
22.11.2019    Berlin**  

23.11.2019    Kiel**  
24.11.2019    Hamburg  
25.11.2019    Bochum**  

26.11.2019    tba 
27.11.2019    Dresden**  
15.12.2019    Köln 

* w/ Die Türen;  **w/ Die höchste Eisenbahn 
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